
creates dead cat bounces to suck in credulous
speculators, like the stock market has done in
the past four years.

Cutting interest rates may spark inflation
again. The decline in commodity prices has
provided temporary relief but China’s labour
market is fundamentally inflationary. The
money stock is also too high for price stability.
And the wasteful government spending keeps
capital efficiency low, making the resulting
growth prone to inflation. 

A declining interest rate inspires fears of
money losing value, encouraging price rises.
Even though China is reporting low inflation at
present, it’s not how people feel. The second-
quarter survey by the central bank showed that
65.7 per cent of respondents felt prices were too
high, an increase of 2.8 percentage points from
the previous quarter. The consumer price index
doesn’t seem to reflect the real situation. 

China cannot muddle through this time and
must reform the state sector. Its waste is threat-
ening to destroy the economy. Surging exports
provided excess liquidity that was diverted by
the government-owned financial system to
cover up its inefficiencies by making bubbles.
Now, exports have stopped surging, and the
problems are exposed. Trying to revive the
bubble now will only crash the economy. There
is no other way out this time.

Andy Xie is an independent economist

C
hina has cut interest rates twice in a
month, showing the government’s
grave concern for the weakening
economy. But it is the wrong medi-
cine. Side effects will include wors-

ening inflation, saddling credulous property
speculators with debt and weakening the
banking system’s ability to handle the looming
bad-debt crisis. The renminbi may come under
devaluation pressure, too. 

Cutting interest rates is doubling down on a
bad hand; the policy of printing money to fuel
bubbles was wrong in the first place. To revive
the economy, China must cut taxes, slim down
the government, retrench state-owned
enterprises, strengthen the rule of law, and give
businesses incentives to focus on quality,
technology and brands.

The current situation is dire. Many local gov-
ernments cannot pay their bills. Numerous
cranes stand still amid half-completed prop-
erty projects. Half-shut factories are visible
everywhere. Steel and coal prices have dropped
by one-fifth in six months. Local governments
are squeezing businesses, even asking for tax
prepayments, to meet their revenue targets. 

But the official data still shows good growth
in gross domestic product. Many businessmen
have told me that their governments ask them
to misreport data, including electricity
consumption, to hide the depth of the slump.
Few numbers are trustworthy.

The downturn is mostly home-made. While
the global economy is also in dire shape,
China’s exports are still growing, though half as
much as before. Even though the euro debt
crisis is raging, China’s exports to the continent
are holding up. Foreign direct investment, the
most vulnerable to global financial turmoil,
dropped by 1.9 per cent in the first five months
and averaged US$9.4 billion per month. It is
misleading to blame China’s downturn on a
bad global economy.

The main cause is the bursting of a specula-
tive bubble that centres on property. China’s
property bubble went nationwide in 2006. The
twin shocks of the stock market bubble bursting
in 2007, followed by the global financial crisis,
hit property hard. Beijing then instituted a
credit expansion that revived the bubble. It
convinced speculators the government had the
ability to revive the bubble at any time, so many
doubled down and borrowed massively. 

The bubble has engulfed all financial activ-
ities since, not just the banking system. Equip-
ment and materials suppliers and construction
contractors have become financing channels
for local governments and property developers.
Trust companies issued trillions more in loans
that were used by property developers or local
governments. There is a massive underground
loan-shark industry at the bottom of the risk
curve, that is now bursting everywhere. 

Private equity funds are the latest to become

a huge bubble. As overcapacity and surging
input prices keep returns on capital low in the
real economy, they have joined asset specula-
tion directly or indirectly to stay in business. 

The whole value chain in finance ultimately
depends on land appreciation to survive. There
is no return in the real economy to support such
a vast and speculative financial sector. But, the
land market has collapsed. In the first half of the
year, Beijing and Shanghai saw their land sales
revenue drop by about 60 per cent, with such
revenue down in Hangzhou and
Wenzhou by 72 per cent and 84 per cent
respectively.

According to the housing ministry, urban
living space reached 30 square metres per
person in 2009, with 33 square metres for rural
residents. Three billion square metres of urban
residential buildings have been completed
between January 2010 and May this year, and
3.4 billion square metres is under construction,
according to the National Bureau of Statistics. If

we stick to 30 square metres per person, 6.4 bil-
lion square metres could house 213 million
people. If China stops building, there would still
be enough housing for the urban population
peak, bearing in mind that China’s population
is expected to start declining around 2020.

Yet, local governments want to build more
housing to get more revenue from land sales.
China’s property bubble is really to feed the
government’s spending appetite. Unfortunate-
ly, it is a bottomless pit. Last year, it spent rough-
ly half of the GDP. Still, government at all levels
and state-owned enterprises want to spend
more. 

Fiscal revenue has tripled in five years, and
local governments have picked up debts of over
10 trillion yuan (HK$12.2 trillion). But some
governments are already having difficulties
meeting payrolls. This is bizarre to outside
observers. But, every insider has plenty of
stories to justify the need for ever more money.
It’s the system that’s out of control.

There have been recent attempts to revive
property speculation, mostly by spreading
misinformation. An industry has risen to help
circumvent the restrictions on repeat buying. 

Unfortunately, there is not enough money
to revive the bubble. China needs to increase
money supply at 40 per cent per annum to
revive the bubble, I believe. But, such fast
monetary expansion would trigger a massive
devaluation. The “bubble is back” buzz merely

China must reform 
the state sector. Its
waste is threatening to
destroy the economy 

Andy Xie says China’s slowdown is the result of 
a reckless policy of asset bubble creation to hide
government inefficiencies. Thus, cutting interest rates
isn’t the answer, and may stimulate speculation again

Bursting point

The World Health Organisation
approves a few Chinese drugs
for sale to the poorest and

most vulnerable people around the
world. These drugs are cheap and
save lives when deployed by global
health programmes. But recent
evidence from my own research
shows some of these are failing
quality control tests.

The real problem is Beijing’s.
Until the Chinese government starts
punishing sloppy manufacturers,
pharmaceuticals from China will
continue to put people in harm’s
way wherever they are sold.

Before the WHO approves a
Chinese drug, it is usually registered
with China’s State Food and Drug
Administration. In theory, this
should ensure that a quality product
will be consistently produced.

My research mostly bears this
out. We collected off the shelf and
tested over 2,500 drugs to treat
malaria, tuberculosis and bacterial
infections in low- and middle-
income cities around the world. In
general, registered products were
far less likely to fail quality tests
compared with unregistered
products.

Yet, when we drilled down to
manufacturers, we found that
products made by Chinese
companies – even those certified by
the WHO and sold in Africa – too
often failed quality control tests.
This is true to a lesser extent of
Indian products.

The failures were not randomly
distributed; they occurred in
markets with the poorest regulation.
For nations with little oversight like

Rwanda, Kenya or Angola, the
quality was notably worse than in
nations like Brazil and Turkey,
where national regulators enforce
some quality control in the
aftermarket. It was also far worse
than in China itself.

Chinese antibiotics sold across
Africa were roughly four times more
likely to be substandard than those
sold in China. This may be partly
explained by the higher circulation
of fake Chinese products in Africa
than in China, but at least half of the

samples were legal products that
simply did not work as they should.
The discrepancy is less marked with
Indian products. They nevertheless
failed in Africa twice as often as they
did in India.

The lesson here is if a regulator is
incapable of enforcing drug quality
control, or can be bribed not to do
so, then even good-quality
manufacturers may cut corners to
increase profits, since they are
unlikely to be exposed.

We know this is happening in
New Delhi. In May, a major

parliamentary report concluded
that officials of India’s drug
regulator, the Central Drugs
Standard Control Organisation,
were colluding with pharmaceutical
firms and approving medicines of
dubious provenance.

It’s clear from the report that
companies did not always comply
with the law. What it really
highlighted for public health
economists, like myself, is how
untrustworthy the regulator has
become.

We have no such view into the
opaque Chinese government. But
the body of data on substandard
Chinese drugs in markets around
the world is only growing. China
knows the WHO has effectively no
budget to ensure drug quality after it
approves products. And the WHO,
which is eager to increase access to
cheaper generic drugs, has assumed
good behaviour from
manufacturers it knows can make
good products. Based on the data
we’ve shared, the WHO has
launched an investigation, but in
the future, it might do better to rely
less on good faith.

When my team looked at generic
malaria drugs sold in Accra, Ghana,
and Lagos, Nigeria, through a
massive new donor health
programme called the Affordable
Medicines Facility for malaria, we
found that about 8 per cent of
products approved by the WHO
didn’t pass quality control tests.
Nearly all of them were
manufactured in China and
contained too little active
ingredient.

The problem could be product
degradation, but our research
points to sloppy manufacturing
instead. None of the products that
were made in Switzerland, for
instance, failed quality control tests.

Donors have ordered more than
100 million of these treatments in
West Africa alone. If our research
were extrapolated across this
supply, it could translate into about
eight million underdosed drugs in
Africa. That would cause significant
harm to poor patients and build
population-level resistance to the
best malaria drugs we have – which
is precisely the problem this
particular programme aims to solve.

With Western countries now
sourcing 80 per cent of their
pharmaceutical ingredients and
40 per cent of the finished products
from abroad, the problem is not
confined to Africa. Most of the drugs
from India and China will be of the
highest quality, but until corner-
cutting is consistently punished in
Beijing and New Delhi, their
substandard drugs will put all of us
at risk.

Roger Bate is a resident scholar at the
American Enterprise Institute and author
of Phake: The Deadly World of Falsified
and Substandard Medicines. His research
has just been published in Research and
Reports in Tropical Medicine 

Chinese regulator must crack down 
on drug producers who cut corners
Roger Bate’s research finds treatments approved for use in poor countries too often fail quality control tests

The failures were
not randomly
distributed; they
occurred in
markets with the
poorest regulation

The best thing you can do for your children is let
them sweat. As the head of a small education
company, I have interviewed, hired, trained,

worked with, and let go of, more than my fair share of
interns, teachers, office managers and secretaries. We
hire locally and from abroad; some of the people have
been amazing, hard-working individuals, others
complete flops.

The staff who thrive have one thing in common –
as children, they took on physically demanding jobs
for at least a summer. They painted houses, pumped
gas, worked as a cashier at a hardware store, manned
the front desk of a motel, and helped out in an old
folks’ home. These jobs are invaluable; they
transform individuals because they require
perseverance without the reward of prestige.

To an employer, that’s gold. These days, when I’m
looking at résumés, I skim past all the fancy schools
and Ivy League degrees. Instead, I look for past
experiences involving hardship for long periods.
When I read that someone taught prisoners for four
years in college, I practically drooled.

Menial jobs teach children three crucial lessons.
First, that life is not that easy. So you should not take
anything for granted. Second, that nobody, no matter
how smart, rich, or famous, is beneath doing physical
labour. As such, you should never be arrogant. And,
most important of all, when things get tough, you
have to keep going. Quitting isn’t an option. 

These days, too many children seek summer
internships for the wrong reasons. They or their
parents want the coveted internship at a prestigious
firm, so they can put it on their résumés. They want to
work in an office and have cool name cards. 

And while they sit in their cubicle under that nice
cool air-con breeze updating their Facebook account
all day, what are they actually learning? How to stay
strong in the face of adversity? How to think long-
term about what’s in the best interests for the
company? How to put one’s individual needs behind
the team’s needs? Not surprisingly, these
overpampered kids flounder in the real world.

But it’s very “un-Hong Kong” to let our children
sweat. Even when they do community service, it’s
only for a week and usually strategic – for the sole
purpose of impressing college admissions officials.
Getting a summer job at the wet market is unheard of. 

“It’s simply inefficient,” one of my students says.
He argues that, because he is intelligent, he should
not have to do any kind of physical labour. Children
should study. And when they’re not studying, they
should be thinking about what they want to study in
the future. Summer jobs are a big part of this process.
Why waste a summer or a year pumping gas? So you
can grow up to be a petrol station attendant? 

I disagree with this reasoning. The point of taking
on tough, non-office jobs is not to prepare a child to
be a carpenter, contractor or courier one day. It’s so
that they learn to have a positive attitude, endurance
and teamwork. These traits are essential for success
in every job, especially in the highly coveted executive
positions too many children these days think they
can automatically get.

Kelly Yang is the founder of The Kelly Yang Project, 
an after-school programme for children in Hong Kong. 
She is a graduate of the University of California, Berkeley,
and Harvard Law School. kelly@kellyyang.com

Sweat it out
Kelly Yang says it’s time
Hong Kong’s pampered
children learned the
value of a decent day’s toil,
to help them succeed later in life

American reliance on China is
deep and complex. Properly
managed, the evolving

relationship will have far-reaching
benefits for the entire world, by
stabilising and equilibrating what
are now conflicting national
interests.

One of America’s largest
homebuilders recently requested
China’s help in funding two long-
delayed San Francisco projects that
would provide 20,000 new homes, a
sports arena, and millions of square
feet of office and retail space. China
has become the second-largest
foreign purchaser of US homes.
Similar relationships are found
elsewhere in the world; China has
been funding major infrastructure
initiatives and acquiring
commodity equities in Africa, South
America and in other parts of Asia,
much to developing countries’
relief.

But China cannot and will not be
the world’s saviour. Europe is
asking China to lend bailout money
to the European Union. The
Chinese wisely say “no thanks”, at
least not when current holders of
Greek bonds have to accept a
haircut on the money owed. But
there is a big idea that will bring
them on board: a true East-West
partnership of civilisations. While
China cannot be the lone saviour, a
strategic East-West partnership can
rebalance global assets,
endowments and national interests,
paying a global dividend well into
the next century.

In a culture marked by excessive
borrowing and non-existent saving

habits, the West faces financial
Armageddon. It needs a more
feasible solution than printing
money to sustain growth. China will
help if a deal is structured that will
help with its own challenges. 

How long the relative strength in
Asia will last remains to be seen.
China’s wealth today is largely a
result of foreign investment, a
population accustomed to hard
work, remarkable saving rates,
relatively cheap labour costs, and a
willingness – for now – to export a
large fraction of its growth dividend.
These factors are, in part,
dependent on a sound Western
economy. 

The West has superior assets to
bring to the trading table; it
understands the importance of
innovation, rule of law, free
markets, capitalism and
democracy. China will benefit from
Western advice as it moves from a
planning economy to a market
economy, from command and
corruption to the rule of law, from
producing for exports to producing
for domestic consumption; from
yesterday to tomorrow.

The partnership cannot be
possible when both candidates for
the US presidential election in
November are excessively hostile
towards China. Barack Obama is
constantly telling China to “grow
up”. Mitt Romney threatens to
declare China a currency
manipulator. 

China has never taken tough talk
well. A co-operative equilibrium
must be found through friendly
conversations behind closed doors.

Obama also cannot tell China to
abide by international economic
rules when China does not have a
part in writing them. 

The Obama administration
needs to be wiser in choosing
friends. Secretary of State Hillary
Rodham Clinton recently declared
Afghanistan a major non-Nato ally,
as the US led donors in pledging
US$16 billion in aid. If the same
energy were directed at friendship
with China, the pay-off would be
more certain and long lasting.

America’s military, economic
and political sphere of influence in
Asia helped stabilise the global
balance of power in the 20th
century. But that strategy is no
longer affordable, realistic or
acceptable. The reality of China’s
transformation will take time to be
grasped psychologically in the West.
How fast and to what degree China
will adapt to Western “necessary
luxuries” like the rule of law, while
maintaining a communist state, will
remain a big question.

The West should accept this new
and prominent role for China in the
world. It needs to figure out a way to
help the East absorb and adopt
these Western ideas, without
insulting the great achievements of
their more ancient, nuanced and
elegant civilisation. Only then can
the redeeming, humane idea of an
open, free society remain safe for
the entire world.

Tom Velk is a professor of economics and
director of the North American Studies
programme at McGill University. Olivia
Gong is a research assistant at McGill 

West should accept China’s
rightful role in world affairs 
Tom Velk and Olivia Gong say there can be no partnership without amity 
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